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Introduction 
The information Age, also generally called the 

Computer Age or the Digital Age is a period in 

human history characterized by the move from 

traditional industry to an economy based on the 

information computerization. The beginning of the 

Age is associated with the Digital Revolution. 

Today, the internet is far from darkening. It is the 

focal point of attention and has spawned ventures 

to develop as a global cultural marvel. Taking a 

more critical take a gander at the blast of the 

Internet in fig.1 and the up and coming of the 

wireless innovation in real life in 1990s, Wi-Fi was 

imagined with velocities of 1Mbps/2Mbps in 

designing standards, for example, IEEE 802.11b, 

802.11a and 802.11g.Wi-Fi is a popular innovation 

that allows an electronic gadget to exchange data 

wirelessly (utilizing radio waves) over a PC 

arrange based on the IEEE 802.11 standards. Wi-Fi 

utilizes the unlicensed 2.4GHz range, which 

frequently swarmed with different gadgets, may 

cause degradation in performance. Interoperability 

issues can cause restricted association or lower 

yield speeds. Wi-Fi systems have constrained 

range. In the near future, the wireless innovation is 

being replaced by a float from Wi-Fi to Li-Fi 

advancements because of the disadvantages offered 

by Wi-Fi over the innumerable advantages 

proposed by Li-Fi. While Wi-Fi is predicated on 

the availability of a microwave signal, Li-Fi can 

hypothetically transform any lamp into a system 

association operating at significantly higher 

frequencies. Li-Fi also offers more privacy than 

Wi-Fi.  

 

The communication stream of today is high. Many 

applications are operating at rapid and a settled 

association is frequently favored. On the off chance 

that the power utilities could supply 

communication over the Light to the costumers it 

could make an enormous breakthrough in 

communications. Each family would be associated 

at any time and services being given at real-time. 

Utilizing the Light as a communication medium 

could also be a  savvy  way  compared  to  different  

frameworks because it utilizes a current 

infrastructure, wires exists to each family unit 

associated with the Light system. The deregulated 

market has forced the power utilities to investigate 

new markets to discover new business openings, 

which have increased the research in Light 

communications the last decade.  

 

The research has initially been centered on giving 

services related to power dispersion, for example, 

load control, meter reading, tariff control, remote 

control and smart homes. These value-added 

services would open up new markets for the power 

utilities and henceforth increase the benefit. The 

moderate demands of these applications make it 

easier to obtain reliable communication. Right off 

the bat, the information bit rate is low; besides, 

they don't require real-time performance. Li-Fi can 

be utilized to change appliances from any distance, 

conquering the constrained range of infra-red and 

radio remote control. An extensive variety of LI FI 

communication advancements are required for 

various applications, ranging from home 

automation to Internet access. Electrical power is 

transmitted over long distances utilizing high 

voltage transmission lines, appropriated over 

medium voltages, and utilized inside structures at 

lower voltages. Most PLC innovations constrain 

themselves to one arrangement of wires, (for 

example, premises wiring inside a solitary 

building); however some can cross between two 

levels (for example, both the dissemination system 

and premises wiring). Typically transformers 

forestall propagating the signal, which requires 

various advancements to form large systems. 

Various data rates and frequencies are utilized in 

various situations.  

 

Review of Literature 
Bhaumik Gelani, (2017) Li-Fi is the term used to 

describe inexpensive and fast wireless 

communication system and is the future optical 

version of Wi-Fi. Light-Fidelity(Li-Fi) enable 

transmission of data through illumination by 

sending data using light emitting diode (LED) light  
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bulb that varies in intensity faster than the human 

eye can follow. Li-Fi is part of visible light 

communication that applied to high speed wireless 

communication. It uses visible spectrum of light 

which is a part of electromagnetic spectrum, that 

could transfer thousands of streams of data 

simultaneously, in parallel at high speeds. Wi-Fi is 

excellent for general wireless application within a 

limited geographical area, while Li-Fi is most 

suited for high density wireless data coverage in a 

confined area and for mitigating radio interference 

problems. Li-Fi promote better bandwidth, 

efficiency and security than Wi-Fi. By taking 

advantage of low cost of LEDs and lightning 

elements, there are several window of opportunities 

to employ this medium, from public internet access 

through street lights to autonomous cars that can 

communicate through their headlights. It is 

envisaged that data for laptops, smartphones and 

tablets will be transmitted through light in a living 

space. Taking a closer look at the boom of the 

Internet in fig.1 and the upcoming of the wireless 

technology in action in 1990s, Wi-Fi was invented 

with speeds of 1Mbps/2Mbps in designing 

standards such as IEEE 802.11b, 802.11a and 

802.11g.Wi-Fi is a popular technology that allows 

an electronic device to exchange data wirelessly 

(using radio waves) over a computer network based 

on the IEEE 802.11 standards. Wi-Fi uses the 

unlicensed 2.4GHz spectrum, which often crowded 

with other devices, may cause degradation in 

performance. Interoperability issues can cause 

limited connection or lower output speeds. Wi-Fi 

networks have limited range. In the near future, the 

wireless technology is being replaced by a drift 

from Wi-Fi to Li-Fi technologies due to the 

disadvantages offered by Wi-Fi over the 

innumerable advantages proposed by Li-Fi. While 

Wi-Fi is predicated on the availability of a 

microwave signal, Li-Fi can hypothetically turn 

any lamp into a network connection operating at 

much higher frequencies. Li-Fi also offers more 

privacy than Wi-Fi. Li-Fi is a wireless optical 

networking technology that uses light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs) for data transmission. Li-Fi is 

designed to use LED light bulbs similar to those 

currently in use in many energy conscious homes 

and offices. However, Li-Fi bulbs are outfitted with 

a chip that modulates the light imperceptibly for 

optical data transmission. Li-Fi data is transmitted 

by the LED bulbs and received by photoreceptors. 

Li-Fi's early developmental models were capable of 

150 megabits-per-second (Mbps). Some 

commercial kits enabling that speed have been 

released 

 

Noureddine Boudriga, (2012) The trend of 

communication has changed and the internet user 

demands to have higher data rate and secure 

communication link. Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi) that 

uses radio waves for communication has been used 

as an internet access methodology for many years. 

Now a new concept of wireless communication is 

introduced that uses visible light for 

communication and is known as the Light-Fidelity 

(Li-Fi). Li-Fi attracted the researchers for its vast 

advantages over Wi-Fi. WiFi is now an integral 

part of everyday life. In near future, due to scarcity 

of spectrum, it would be quite difficult to 

accommodate new users in limited spectrum of Wi-

Fi. To overcome this, Li-Fi is a good option 

because of its infinite spectrum range, as it uses the 

visible range of the spectrum. Many researchers 

discussed that Li-Fi is secure when compared to 

Wi-Fi. But is it really secure enough? Can anybody 

access hotspot of Li-Fi? Or is there a need to 

develop a technique that is used to block the 

unauthorized access? In this research work, a 

cellular concept is introduced for the Li-Fi usage in 

order to increase the security. This research 

presents a flexible and adjustable cell structure that 

enhances the security of Li-Fi. The coverage area is 

shown by utilizing the geometrical structure of the 

cone and the area of the cone can be controlled. A 

mechanical system is also installed on the roof to 

control the coverage area of a Li-Fi by moving 

LED bulb slightly up and down. A mathematical 

expression for the proposed coverage area of the 

cell is provided, which is formed on the ground 

level by a beam of light originating from the source 

of light. The adjustable and controlled structure 

provides security benefits to the owner. Finally, the 

research is backed by its simulation in Matlab. 

Light has been utilized as a communication 

medium for many years and still light has a very 

vital role in the field of communication. For 

making signals of smoke on a cloud, fire was used 

in the past. But in the 19th century the light bulb 

was invented by Thomas Alva Edison that 

introduced new options to use light for 

communication. After the invention of electric bulb 

another invention for optical communication to 

visualize signals was signal lamp. It was used along 

with Morse’s code to relay message to the 

onlooker. In year 1880 Graham Bell implemented 

the idea for utilization of light as a communication 

medium, when he invented the photo phone. 

Working of photo-phone depends upon a beam of 

light in which voice signal is super imposed. mirror 

was used to focus sunlight and then apply voice 

pressure on a mechanism that causes the mirror to 

vibrate. At receiving end the detector detects the 

vibrating beam and decodes it reverse to the voice 

indicator, the same method was implemented inside 

phone in the occurrence of electric signals. 

However, Graham Bell did not give any idea for 

point to point transmission of light and couldn't 

produce a carrier frequency. Also photo-phone, 
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made by Bell, was affected by the obstacles in 

nature such as rain, fog, and noise. 

 

Harald Haas (2013) Today scenario almost all the 

peoples are using internet to fulfill their task 

through a wired or wireless network. The speed of 

internet is an important issue and everyone be it 

business, organizations, entrepreneurs, and 

institutions is thrust for getting correct information 

at the correct time and correct place. Then need 

rapid internet connectivity, technology and huge 

spectrum of channels. The wireless-fidelity (Wi-Fi) 

gives you the speed of 150 Mbps, according to 

standards of 1EEE 802.11n, but not sufficient to 

fulfill the necessity of required users over the 

network. In order to remove this deficiency of Wi-

Fi, a new technology is developed by German 

physicist, professor Harald Haas is known as Li-Fi. 

The Li-Fi is a wireless communication system in 

which light is used as a carrier signal instead of 

traditional radio frequency as in Wi-Fi. Li-Fi is a 

technology that utilizes a light emitting diode to 

transmit data wirelessly. It uses a bidirectional and 

the wireless mode of communication using light. In 

this paper, I am aiming to demonstrate a close-up 

view about Li-Fi Technology. This technology we 

can obtain the data rate greatly speedier than 10 

Mbps, which is a lot greater than our LAN (Local 

Area Network). Li-Fi is very remunerative over 

Wi-Fi as it uses VLC by which we can make use of 

the maximum 60 GHz spectrum. Li-Fi confer 

transmission of data via LED bulb whose intensity 

change in an excessively faster speed that it could 

not be able to be explored by the human eye. Li-Fi 

is confined to the illuminated area, endue a 

tremendously controllable environment. The 

signals cannot travel via walls and are fully secure 

essentially disassemble the threat of data being 

hacked remotely. 

 

Challenges for Li-Fi Based Communication 
System 
The Li-Fi based communication system faced 

different kinds of challenges. These challenges 

limit its performance and can decrease the overall 

efficiency of the network. Some of the main 

challenges are given below: 

 

LED light ON-OFF mode:  Indoor Li-Fi based 

communication system aims to provide 

illumination with communication, so ON-OFF 

speed of a LED plays a vital role. For a Li-Fi based 

system it is always compulsory to have a Light 

source in ON condition but it initiates main 

problem of how data transmission will occur when 

the LEDs are turned OFF. A data transmission can 

still be possible if brightness level of a LED 

transmitter is very low. The dimming level of LED 

bulb can be organized in such a way that a desired 

data rate can be achieved using light intensity. In 

hybrid setup, RF or infrared can be useful to 

provide communication in LED OFF mode but in 

Li-Fi based communication it is still a challenge to 

find a suitable solution of how communication will 

be possible in any undesirable situation when LEDs 

are in its OFF mode. 

 

Conclusion 
This transceiver will have a modulation technique 

to make the LED enable to carry the data using the 

light. The emergence of Li-Fi is to overcome the 

shortage of the current technology. We all know 

that right now Wi-Fi is the most used technology to 

connect many devices to the internet. As time 

comes by, the use of internet based devices is 

increased. This increasing made the capacity of Wi-

Fi is reduced due the limitation of radio frequency 

resources. According to, Li-Fi and Wi-Fi has the 

difference related to the congestion, density, 

security, safety, and speed. The more Wi-Fi 

enabled device is exist, the congestion may occur. 

In the technology of Wi-Fi we can’t add more 

routers if the user is increased, while we can add 

the light in LiFi. Efficiency and safety of the 

internet are the dominating issues right now. The 

performance of LiFi is claimed that more better 

than the performance of WiFi. The rate speed of 

LiFi is 1000 times faster than WiFi. For safety of 

the internet, LiFi is more secure than the WiFi 

based on the spread of the signal. LiFi has a light 

characteristic that light cannot go through the wall. 

It is different from the signal of WiFi can go 

through anywhere. Based on those two 

technologies, in a simple conclusion is LiFi has 

more secure communication rather than the WiFi. 

The vulnerability exists if there are leakage in the 

wall while having an indoor communication. 

Security threat that may exist is an intruder can 

spoof the data using the leakage wall 
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